Abstract-We consider the collision-detection problem for a threedimensional solid object moving among polyhedral obstacles. The configuration space for this problem is six-dimensional, and the traditional representation of the space uses three translational parameters and three angles (typically Euler angles). The constraints between the object and obstacles then involve trigonometric functions. We show that a quaternion representation of rotation yields constraints which are purely algebraic in a seven-dimensional space. By simple manipulation, the constraints may be projected down into a six-dimensional space with no increase in complexity. The algebraic form of the constraints greatly simplifies computation of collision points, and allows us to derive an efficient exact intersection test for an object which is translating and rotating among obstacles.
I. INTRODUCTION
III[UCH recent work in robotics has been directed toIVJward the development of task-level languages. An essential component of an interpreter for a task-level language is a geometric reasoning system which can detect collisions between the manipulator and objects in the workspace and plan collision-free paths through the workspace. The constraints on the motion of the object caused by the obstacles correspond to surfaces in the configuration space for the object. In this paper, we will describe a representation of rotation which simplifies the constraints to purely algebraic form. We will describe an efficient intersection test for an object which is translating uniformly (in a straight line) among obstacles and whose rotation is almost uniform, which corresponds to uniform motion in its configuration space.
A three-dimensional solid object has three translational and three rotational degrees of freedom. Its orientation is typically specified using Euler angles, but this gives configuration space constraints which contain transcendental functions [7] . Recently, Donald [5] described a 3-D pathplanning algorithm which used an Euler angle representation for rotation. In the context of planning with uncertainty, Erdmann [121 computes pre-images of goals as a function of angle of commanded velocity. Schwartz and Sharir [10] described a representation for rotation using the coefficients of a 3 x 3 rotation matrix, giving algebraic constraints. However, this approach leads to a 12- dimensional configuration space, and six additional constraints must be added to ensure that all configurations lie on a six-dimensional manifold corresponding to valid rotation matrix coefficients. The orientation of the object may be represented using a four-component quaternion [6] . This gives rise to a seven-dimensional configuration space, with one additional constraint to ensure that the quatemion has unit magnitude. Since rotation of a vector by a quatemion involves only multiplication and addition, the constraints will again be algebraic. In fact, it is possible to eliminate the extra variable by using a scaling property of quaternions. This step does not increase the degree of the constraints as would, for example, elimination of the extra variable using resultants. We describe a procedure for detecting whether a moving polyhedral object collides with polyhedral obstacles, and for finding the collision points. Boyse [1] treated separately the cases of uniform translation and uniform rotation. Cameron [3] describes several methods for the "clash detection" (collision-detection) problem for polyhedra, but none of these compute exact collision points for paths with simultaneous translation and rotation. The algorithm we describe is believed to be the first to compute exact collision points for an object that is simultaneously translating and rotating among obstacles. It can deal, in principle, with any path in configuration space that can be written as a polynomial function of time, although the implementation we describe handles only straight line paths in configuration space. These paths correspond approximately to inertial motion of the object, i.e., constant linear velocity and almost constant angular velocity. More complicated paths can be dealt with using either higher degree polynomials, or by breaking the path into a sequence of inertial segments. The paper is organized as follows. Section II is a brief review of quaternions. In Section III, we derive the three types of constraint between a polyhedral object and polyhedral obstacles, and show that they are algebraic if a quatemion representation of rotation is used. In Section IV, we define a slightly different representation of rotation which uses only three rotational parameters (as opposed to four for quatemions). This representation is derived by projecting the 3-sphere of unit quaternions onto a hyperplane. We show that with this representation the constraints have degree 2 as multinomials in the rotation parameters. In Section V, we derive a predicate which defines the configuration space obstacles, that is, it delimits those regions of configuration space which correspond to interference between object and obstacle. The predicate 0162-8828/86/0300-0200$01.00 © 1986 IEEE is constructed from unions and intersections of inequalities in the constraint polynomials. In Section VI, we present an intersection test for an object that is moving in a straight line in configuration space, which corresponds to the object translating in a straight line in real space and rotating almost uniformly as it translates. Finally, in Section VII, we show how the constraints between a moving object and a stationary obstacle can be generalized to deal with two moving objects. We show that the asymptotic complexity of collision detection is no higher for several moving objects.
II. REVIEW OF QUATERNIONS
We will be using quaternions to describe rotations of vectors in Euclidean 3-space (R3. By convention, symbols representing vectors will be lower-case bold (u, v), quaternions will be upper-case bold (P, Q), and scalars set in lower case. A quaternion Q e (R4 can be split into a scalar part and a 3-vector. We denote the scalar part of the quaternion Q by q0 and the vector part by q, and to simplify notation, the scalar and vector part will be combined using an addition symbol, so that Q = q0 + q. It will also be convenient to treat vectors as quaternions having zero scalar part, and scalars as quatemions with zero vector part.
Quaternions form a 4-dimensional algebra, i.e., vector space with an associative multiplication. The product R = PQ is given by rO = poqo -p q r=poq+q0p+p Xq.
(1)
The product is equivalent to scalar multiplication if one of P or Q has zero vector part, i.e., cxQ gives the same result whether we interpret the product as scalar multiplication or as a quaternion product where a represents the quaternion a + 0. So we find that aQ = Qa even though quaternion product is not commutative in general.
Notice that quaternion product is linear in P and Q: P(Q + XS) = PQ + XPS.
The conjugate Q* of a quatemion Q is formed by negating the vector part of Q, so that
The product QQ* = q± +produces a scalar (quatemion with zero vector part) which is the squared magnitude of Q, i.e., IQI =QQ* is the length of Q in GR4 under the normal Euclidean metric. If Q is a unit quaternion, it satisfies QQ* = 1, so that Q* is the multiplicative inverse of Q.
There is more than one way to represent a rotation with a quaternion, but the most common, and the one we will be using, has a simple expression in terms of the quaternion product. Suppose we rotate the vector v about an axis n through an angle of 0, giving v'. The rotated vector v' is given by VI = QVQ*
(2) where 0 . 0 Q= cos-+ n sin With this representation, every rotation is specified by a unit quaternion Q, and these form a group under quaternion product. Composition of rotations requires a single quaternion product, i.e., a rotation of Q followed by a rotation of P is the quaternion PQ. Inverse rotations are found by conjugation, so the inverse of Q is Q*. The representation defines a homomorphism from the space of unit quatemions S3 to the group S0(3) of rotations in (R3.
It is not an isomorphism, since Q and -Q define the same rotation.
Quaternion product provides a very convenient shorthand for various operations on vectors, and we will use it extensively in defining motion constraints. It will often be necessary to extract the scalar part of a quaternion Q which we do by surrounding it with square brackets
[Q] = qo. The interactions between a polyhedral object and obstacles can be divided into three classes. We will use the convention of Lozano-Perez [7] and denote the moving object A and the obstacle(s) B. Type-A contact occurs when a vertex of B touches a face of A, as shown in Fig.  1 ; type-B contact when a vertex of A touches a face of B, and type-C when an edge of A touches an edge of B. This set of three interactions covers all possible types of contact between polyhedra. Other forms of contact are special cases, for example, face-face contact requires at least two vertex-face contacts.
The configuration of the object will be given by a position vector x and a four-component quaternion Q. The interpretation of a configuration (x, Q) is that the object A has been first rotated about the origin by Q and then displaced by x. For each type of contact there is a corresponding constraint on the configuration of the object, and these constraints define surfaces in configuration space. The contact surfaces in configuration space form the boundary between free space, which is the set of contactfree configurations, and the configuration obstacle, which is the set of configurations at which object and obstacles overlap. A 
The transformed feature G', when A is at configuration (x, Q) is G' = Trans,(RotQ(G)). Substituting from (5) and (6) 
Type-C contact occurs when an edge from the object touches an edge from the obstacle. The edges are specified by their edge directions e' and eB, and by points pA and PB lying on each edge, and the geometric condition for type-C contact is that these edges intersect in space. If the edges intersect, all points on both edges will lie in the same plane. This implies that the edge directions, together with the vector joining pA and PB are coplanar. Conversely, if these vectors are coplanar, the edges must be coplanar, and so they must either intersect at a point or be parallel. The parallel case will take care of itself when we define overlap predicates in Section V. For now, the condition for type-C contact will be that the vectors (12) All the constraints (8), (9), and (12) are algebraic, that is, they are polynomial in the components of x and Q. In fact, they are all linear in x and quadratic in Q.
IV. A MORE EFFICIENT REPRESENTATION OF ROTATION
One problem with the constraints presented in the last section is that they are polynomial in 4 quaternion components, while an object has only 3 rotational degrees of freedom. We now show how one of the components can be eliminated without increasing the constraint complexity, and that this new representation is related to the old by a certain projection. We will do this first for types A and C constraints, and then for type-B constraints, which will have to be modified slightly.
Suppose we replace Q in (8) and (12) Given this interpretation of points in the seven-dimensional space, we could try planning paths directly in seven dimensions, but this is very inefficient since known algebraic algorithms for this problem are worse than exponential in the number of degrees of freedom [10] . A better representation of rotation is a three-dimensional space which is not the unit sphere, but a hyperplane. In this space, the constraints have total degree 3 in six configuration parameters. On the other hand, computing the intersection of a constraint surface in 617 with the unit sphere produces a polynomial of total degree 6 in six parameters. The degree of the constraint polynomials is a crucial determing factor in the efficiency of collision-detection and avoidance algorithms, and the hyperplane representation will be used exclusively for this reason. In fact a single hyperplane will only project onto one half of the 3-sphere, but this is enough to represent all possible rotations since Q and -Q define the same rotation. The only caveat is that rotations of exactly 1800 correspond to points at infinity on the hyperplane.
The projection of constraints from the sphere of normalized quaternions to a hyperplane is illustrated schematically in Fig. 2 . This figure shows a three-dimensional space 613 whose coordinates consist of two quaternion components and one position coordinate, and where the other two quaternion components are assumed to be zero. The normalized quatemions lie on a circle (one-dimen- This cylinder is an embedding of the "usual" (unit quaternion) configuration space in (R 3. Our new representation uses a planar configuration space with nonunit quaternions. Obstacles on the cylinder are projected radially onto the plane, as shown in the figure, giving a simpler 2-D motion planning problem.
In the case of polyhedra, where configuration space is embedded in (Rh7 we have some flexibility in choice of hyperplane. In our collision-detection implementation (as in the figure) we have chosen q0 = 1. Each point on the hyperplane describes a rotation about an axis n through an angle of 0, but now the vector part of the quaternion is given by q-ntan (15) 2 We can rotate a vector using these nonunit quaternions, similar to (2), but we must divide by the squared magnitude afterwards. This is easy to do for types A and B constraints, which both arise between a vertex and a plane, by using the outward normal from the plane. If a vertex lies above the plane at some configuration, then this configuration lies on the free-space side of the constraint between vertex and plane. Conversely, the vertex will be below the plane at configurations which are on the obstacle side of the constraint. We can determine whether the vertex is above or below a plane from the sign of the homogeneous dot product between vertex and plane. Both type-A and B constraints were defined as homogeneous dot products, so the predicates we are looking for are just the signs of the type-A and B constraints. For example, the left-hand sides of (8) and (9) will be negative at configurations on the free-space side of the constraint, and positive on the obstacle side.
We define a type-A predicate Aij (x, q) to be true if the type-A constraint between a face i of A and a vertex j of B is violated, i.e., if the left-hand side of (8) is positive.
Similarly, we define Bij(x, q) to be true if the constraint between a vertex i of A and a face j of B is violated. Each predicate defines a volume of configuration space in which its constraint is violated, and we will use predicates without arguments to denote these sets P = {(x, q) E GI6IP(x, q)} and with c superscripts to denote their complements (the set of points which do not violate the constraint) Pc {(x, q) e 6 -1 P(x, q)}.
In the following derivation, the configuration obstacles will be defined using sets, but each can be associated with a particular predicate by making the natural link between disjunction of predicates and union of sets, etc. We will assume that the object and obstacles are given as a union of possibly overlapping convex pieces.
There are four conditions which, when taken together, give a necessary and sufficient condition for overlap (not just contact) between object and obstacles. A The test for a violation of type 3) is not as straightforward because there is no simple notion of inside and outside for two edges. We avoid the ambiguity by considering an edge of the object and a face of the obstacle. In order for the edge to pierce the face, one vertex on the edge must lie above the plane of the face and one must lie below. These conditions can be easily tested since they derive from type-A and B constraints, which have already been computed. The type-A and B constraints also tell us the direction of the edge relative to the outward nornal of the face, because if the head of the edge lies above the plane of the face and the tail lies below, the dot product of the edge and the outward normal to the face must be positive, and vice versa.
If we compute the type-C constraint between the edge of A and an edge of B which bounds the face, we can tell whether the cross product in (10) gives a vector that points towards the interior of the face or away from it. From this we can determine the sign of (12) that corresponds to interference between the edge and the face. If the object edge actually pierces the obstacle face, it must violate all the type-C constraints with edges that bound the face. It must also have one of its end vertices above and one vertex below the face. This latter condition is defined by a type-B predicate, so the test for interference between an object edge and a face is a conjunction of C and type-B predicates. The region in configuration space for which an edge i of the object A pierces a face j of the obstacle, with the edge pointing out of the face, is given by Bt(i jfBn(,),] n n Cik where t(i) and h(i) are the tail and head, respectively, of an edge i of A and k ranges over the edges of the jth face of the obstacle. Note that the edges k of the face j are assumed to be directed in a counterclockwise chain around the face, so that the head of one edge touches the tail of the next edge. Cik(x, q) is true if the left-hand side of (12) is positive for an edge i of A and edge k of B. The object edge will be pointing out of the face in this case because the type-B predicate for the tail of the edge must be true (indicating that the tail lies on the obstacle side the face) while the predicate for the head must be false (indicating that the head lies outside the obstacle).
We need to test separately whether the edge pierces the face while pointing into it. For the latter test, we complement the type-B predicates, since the positions of the head and tail of the edge are reversed, and complement the type-C predicate, because the sign of the left-hand side of (12) changes when the edge direction is reversed. This gives (20) Bc(i),j n Bh(j),j nkneccs k Eedges (j) and to test whether the ith edge of A pierces the jth face of B in either direction, we simply take the union of (19) and (20).
A violation of type 3) will occur if any edge of A pierces any face of B, which we can write as u ( i) nBh,(i),j n n Cik) The object overlaps an obstacle if its configuration is in any one of the regions (17), (18) , (21), or (22), and so a single predicate can be defined to test for overlap which is the disjunction of predicates for (17), (18) , (21), and (22). If object or obstacle consists of more than one polyhedron, we take an additional disjunction over all object-obstacle pairs. Notice that the final predicate has the form of a disjunction of conjunctions, and that configuration-space obstacles can be thought of as unions of "convex" parts (regions defined by a conjunction of constraints). Each of these parts has a straightforward geometric interpretation, given below.
Each conjunction of type-A constraints in (17) can be thought of as a copy of the object A displaced by the negation of a vector from the origin to some vertex of B. This is exactly the volume in 3-space defined by (17) if the orientation Q is fixed. As the orientation Q changes, the orientation of the 3-space volume changes. Similarly, each conjunction in (18) defines a copy of the obstacle B displaced by the negative of some vertex of A. In this case, the orientation of the 3-space volume does not depend on Q, but its displacement from the origin will change. (18), (21), and (22) in a test for overlap between object and obstacles, some simplification is possible for an algorithm which plans paths between safe configurations. This is because if the object starts in a safe configuration, and moves to a configuration of overlap, there must be a violation of type 3) or 4) somewhere along the path. That is, somewhere along such a path an edge of the object must pierce a face of the obstacle or vice versa. In fact, any configuration of overlap will include a violation of type 3) or 4) unless the object lies entirely inside an obstacle, or an obstacle is entirely contained in the object. The type 3) and 4) constraints define in configuration space some connected "free" components, some of which may not really be free, but these will not be reachable from a genuine free configuration. There are two other pairings of constraint types which happen to be complete from the point of view of collision avoidance, namely types 1) and 3) [any path from a free configuration to an unsafe configuration must violate a type 1) or 3)], and also types 2) and 4).
In defining the overlap predicate, we have not made use of explicit "applicability constraints" for the constraint surfaces [2] , and in detail in [5] . The applicability constraints delimit ranges of rotations for which a particular type of contact can occur. The configuration-space obstacle between a convex object and obstacles can be expressed as a conjunction of applicable constraints (each of which is the disjunction of a constraint and its applicability constraints), instead of a disjunction of conjunctions as we have described above. Effectively, we have broken down object-obstacle interactions into interactions between features (edges, faces, vertices) which are simple enough that they are always applicable. Instead we are relying on the "redundancy" [5] which is captured naturally in the disjunctive form of the constraints.
VI. AN ALGORITHM FOR COLLISION DETECTION
If instead of fixed values for x and q, we have functions x(s) and q(s) of some parameter s, then the predicates Aij (x, q), etc., become binary-valued functions of s, and the disjunction of predicates corresponding to expressions (17), (18) , (21), and (22) defines a binary-valued function which is true for sections of the path where there is interference, and false otherwise. Dually, we can take the path defined by (x(s), q(s)) and intersect it with the union of (17), (18) , (21), and (22) and we will obtain the subset of the path in which there is interference. The true-false transitions of this function and of any of the predicates Aij (s), . . . , correspond to zero-crossings of one of the expressions (8), (9), (12) as functions of the parameter s. Finding the zero-crossings of one of these functions gives us the free-path segments for the corresponding predicate, and we can readily evaluate (17), (18) , (21), and (22) by computing unions and intersections of path segments.
If the functions x(s) and q(s) are polynomial in the variable s, finding the constraint zero-crossings is particularly simple. When we substitute for x and q in (8), (9), and (12), we obtain univariate polynomials in s, and we can apply standard techniques to find their zeros (Collins and Loos [4] ). By considering a particular path through configuration space we have reduced a problem involving polynomials in 6 variables to one involving polynomials in one variable. The simplest possible polynomial path is a straight line in configuration space, which corresponds to linear motion and approximately uniform rotation in real space. An implementation of a collision detector for linear paths is described next.
Let us assume that before the motion, the object is at the origin of configuration space, i.e., that its configuration is (0, 0). There is no loss of generality since we can always define vertex positions, plane equations, etc., for the object at its start position. The motion of the object is a straight line in configuration space from (0, 0) to the final configuration (Xf, qf). This path can be made a function of a single parameter s, and intermediate configura-
tions are of the form (sxf, sqf). When we substitute this configuration into (8), (9), and (12) we find that all three constraints reduce to univariate cubics in the parameter s. If we take s to be a time parameter, the motion of the object is uniform in the following sense. From (15), the vector part of the quaternion having qo 1 can be written q = n tan 0/2. The orientation of the object along the path can also be written in this form sqf = qf tan 2
where q So the object is rotating about a fixedaxis 4 , but the angular velocity is not constant because 0 does not vary linearly with s. They are related instead by 0 = 2 atan (s qf l).
The object always begins with angular velocity of 2 1qfi, which is the initial rate of change of 0 with s, and decelerates smoothly. For small qf the change in velocity is small, and the final angular velocity is 2 qf /1 + qf 12. So we find that a straight-line path through configuration space gives us a "natural" motion through real until i > n or j > m; output 13; where "o" denotes concatenation. The algorithm for interval union is similar, and also runs in linear time. We note here that both intersection and union operations produce a list 13 with at most 1l1 + 1121 intervals. Using (17), (18) , (21), and (22), we perform intersection and unionof-interval lists until we arrive at an overlap predicate. The interval list for this predicate describes the points at which overlap actually occurs.
The fastest way to merge all the constraints, using a divide and conquer strategy, is to first merge pairs of constraints, then take the interval lists output at this "phase" and merging pairs of them, etc. The time required for each phase is linear in the total number of intervals of all predicates being merged in that phase. If we start with Nc constraints, the total number of intervals before the first merge is 2N,. This number does not increase with successive merges, because merging N lists of length m produces NI 2 lists of length at most 2m. Merging is complete after log (Nc) phases, giving an overall complexity of O(NC log Nc), in terms of the number of constraints. This time dominates the time to compute the zeros of the constraint polynomials, which is O(NC). In terms of the complexity of the environment, NC is given by NC = EAEB + FAVB + FBVA where FA, VA, and EA are, respectively, the number of faces, vertices, and edges of the object A, and FB, VB, and EB are the corresponding numbers for the obstacles. A reasonable measure of the input size is n = VA + EA + FA + VB + EB + FB, and the time complexity is then 0(n2 log n). While in a strict sense, the algorithm takes pseudoquadratic time in terms of its input, this worst case arises only if both the object and obstacles increase in complexity with n. If the complexity of the object is fixed, the algorithm runs in pseudolinear time as a function of the complexity of the obstacles.
An example of the operation of the collision detector is given in Fig. 3 . In this figure, the L-shaped object moves and rotates uniformly between the configurations labeled Ci and Cf. The collision detector returns a series of collision points which correspond to the object and obstacle just starting to touch. These are illustrated from a different angle in the next frame. The algorithm was implemented on a Symbolics Lisp Machine and takes about 15 s for the problem shown.
VII. COLLISION DETECTION FOR SEVERAL MOVING OBJECTS
So far, we have assumed that we are given a path for a single object moving among fixed obstacles. We can readily extend the interference test to deal with several moving objects by testing pairwise for interference between objects. The configuration space for two objects in motion is 12-dimensional, but note that the expressions for overlap in (17), (18) This form is not scale independent, but by rearranging scalar triple products and using the distributivity of rotation over cross product, we obtain Generalized Type C [QAPAeAQA*QBeBQB1 1QBPBeBQBeQAe*Qj1 + I(XA XB) Q,eAQQA £QBeBQBi] 0
and this equation is independent of the magnitude of either quaternion. Thus, we can represent rotations using the vector parts of the quaternions only, i.e., qA and qB, and assume the scalar parts have value 1. For motion planning, the configuration space is now 12-dimensional and configurations are of the form (XA, qA, XB, qB). The configuration obstacles in this space are again defined by the union of (17), (18) , (21), and (22), but where the A, B, and C constraints are the generalized scale-independent constraints (29), (30), and (33) instead of the original constraints (8), (9), and (12). The new constraints are algebraic but their total degree is now 5 instead of 3. Each constraint is linear in the position components of the configuration and quartic in the rotation components.
The collision-detection scheme described in Section V can be readily extended to deal with the generalized constraints. Suppose the two objects move uniformly from configuration (XAi, q,4i, XBi, qBi) to configuration (XAf, qAf, xBf, qBf). Each component of the objects' configuration will be a linear function of some parameter s, and since the total degree of the constraints is five, each constraint will be a quintic polynomial in the parameter s. Quintics can not be solved explicitly, but numerical methods such as the modified Uspensky algorithm [41 can be used to find all the zeros of a quintic very rapidly. The zeros of the quintics correspond to true-false transitions of predicates, and these can be merged exactly as described in Section V, and the time bounds derived there are still valid.
Thus collision detection for pairs of moving objects has the same asymptotic complexity as collision detection for a moving object and a fixed obstacle. The ratio of running times for the two methods is expected to be small (less than an order of magnitude), although this has not been verified in an implementation. For several moving objects, we find ranges of values of s which lead to collisions between pairs of objects, and then find the union of these ranges for all pairs. There are 0(n 2) such pairs to be tested for n moving objects, giving similar complexity to the fixed obstacle scheme when the object and obstacle are built from n convex parts.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS In this paper, we have described the three basic types of interaction between polyhedral objects and obstacles, and derived equations for each type of interaction. We showed that the use of quaternions to represent three-dimensional rotatioins gives rise to algebraic constraints between object and obstacles. We gave a projection of the 208S 3-sphere of unit quatemions onto a three-dimensional hyperplane in the four-dimensional quatemion space as an alternative representation of rotations that reduces the complexity of the configuration space constraints, after slight modification of some of the constraints. The new form of the constraints was given for types A, B, and C interactions. They were found to be linear in the position coordinates and quadratic in the rotation components.
We then derived logical expressions for the configuration-space obstacles in terms of half-spaces defined by constraint inequalities. The configuration obstacle for a convex object and obstacles was shown to be a union of intersections of half-spaces, or equivalently, as a disjunction of conjunctions of predicates. The overlap predicates were divided into four types (there was a subdivision of type-C interaction into two subtypes) and although all four are necessary to test for overlap, certain sets of two can be used for path planning between free configurations.
We showed that if the path of an object can be described by polynomials in some parameter, detecting collisions of the object with obstacles requires only the solution of a univariate polynomial. We gave an example of collision detection for paths which are linear in the configuration space, and found that in this case, finding contact points required the solution of univariate cubics. The intersection/union of path segments was accomplished by merging lists of intervals representing the value of a predicate along the path. The total time for the algorithm was O(n 2 log n) in the input size, and pseudolinear in obstacle complexity if the complexity of the object is fixed.
The object-obstacle constraints were then generalized for two moving objects. This led to constraints that were polynomials of total degree 5 in the configuration parameters. We outlined a collision-detection scheme for a pair of uniformly moving objects and showed that it had the same asymptotic complexity as the fixed-obstacle scheme, the main difference being that it required the solution of quintic rather than cubic polynomials.
Natural extensions of the work would deal with more general polynomial paths, or with different sets of algebraic constraints, such as those for a 6 degree of freedom manipulator. The ultimate objective of this work is to apply techniques from computer algebra to design a triangulation procedure for algebraic constraints, which would enable us to find collision-free paths through the configuration space.
